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Crossing the Grand Canyon on horses
Since opening of the Grand Canyon National Park horses did not get permits to cross. It
was believed that this trail is too difficult for horses and only the sure-footed Mules could
do it. From the north and south rim every day Mules are trailing with tourists into the
Canyon. Normally they return the same way they started. From the north rim 2 to 3 Mule
strings are leaving every day with the destination Roaring Springs and they return the
same day. From the south rim every day up to 6 Mule strings are leaving to the Indian
Garden and back. Two of those are trailing to the Phantom Ranch down at the Colorado.
Last year a permit was also issued for 4 horses to ride down to the Phantom Ranch
starting from the south rim and using the Bright Angel Trail; 2 days later they returned to
the south rim using the same way. That one wants to decent with horses from the north
rim to cross the Canyon was unheard of and only after the Rangers contacted the Miller
Ranch to find out with what kind of horses this adventure will be done and that the risk
involved was fully understood made them issue this special permit. The Rangers advised
about the special difficulties. Hikers are crossing the Canyon starting from the north rim
all the time, but horses they have not seen there. The trail is 14,2 km long and covers a
difference in altitude of 1710 m. The steepest part is on the first leg of the trail to the
Roaring Springs, 7,6 km are pointing downwards all the time and the difference in
altitude is 1271 m.
There is only one spot between the rim and the Roaring Springs where an ascending
group can pass a descending one; the rest of the trail is so narrow that two horses cannot
pass each other. At some spots even hikers cannot be passed, the trail is too narrow and
on one side is steep downhill.
The South Kaibab Trail is 10,2 km long and has an altitude difference of 1433 m. There
is no water for the full length of the trail. The temperatures were between 30 and 40
degrees C. The South Trail is not so narrow and there are several spots where groups can
pass each other. The trail is by fare not so steep and narrow as the north rim trail,
although one has to cover altitude differences of 1710 m.
Was this trail offered commercially or organized privately, how did it become reality?
Friends of the Miller Ranch, the International Reitverein Hohenzollern, had asked the
Miller Ranch to organize something special in Arizona. It was the 4th trail of this group
through Arizona. The Hohenzollern had heard that even permits for hikers, who wanted
to hike into the Canyon, were denied. The Phantom Ranch and the attached small
camping ground have only a very limited capacity. Therefore it was something very
special for the Rangers to grant us this permit. It will not be easy to repeat this, because
the Grand Canyon is in too much of a demand and the space is not there to accommodate
all. Whoever wants to visit the Phantom Ranch in the Grand Canyon must at least ask one
year to one and a half years in advance. The Miller Ranch had organized the permit for
the 10 Foxtrotter in 3 months; also this will remain a single event.

